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A VERY IMPORTANT LETTER!
From Richard Lasky, President, and all the members of the Steering Committee:
Some of you may already be aware that our coalition has hired the law offices of Levene
Gouldin and Thompson, LLP, of Binghamton in conjunction with Peter Hosey of Jackson
Walker, LLP, of Texas. The firm in Texas has great experience in negotiating leases in the
Barnett shale. You may read more about them at
http://www.binghamtonlaw.com/files/oilandgas/index.php
This was an important step in the finalization of leases and negotiations for us. The price
structure will be the same: $20.00 an acre if you sign a lease negotiated and written by
them. An added benefit with Levene Gouldin and Thompson is that you will not need to
commit to accepting the winning bid for the group’s acreage until after we know what
that bid is.
When I started this coalition, I dedicated myself to doing the best job possible for the most
amount of people. The work has been hard for me and for all of the wonderful people in
our steering committee. Our goals, our promises, our dedication has and always will
remain sincere and strong.
With all this in mind, we have achieved some wonderful and almost miraculous things.
Realize that with more than 100,000 acres we have probably become one of the largest
land coalitions in history. With that has come an enormous amount of responsibility to
make sure that this power is used for us in a correct, legal and orderly fashion and
represented by people who have already had the experience in this kind of negotiation
and representation.
Many people have helped us on our way and to those we owe a great deal of gratitude
and thanks for all that they have done and hopefully they will continue to help us in our
goals and final success.
All of you in the coalition, many of which I have personally spoken with or written, want the
same things that we are fighting for: financial security and the ability to control our lives,
our homes and our wonderful land. The hunters will be able to hunt, the farmers farm, the
loggers log, and above all the ability of passing all this on to our future generations without
the fear that any of this will be destroyed.
For this we need large law firms that will be able to handle the our coalition with the man
power necessary to make sure that we achieve what all of us have been working for so
hard.

New coalitions may form. I believe that the decision to join them or not should be a free
one. Any coalition that stands for and can achieve the goals of the people in the coalition
is a good thing. Whichever way standing together is always better then standing alone. It
is important that all of you know that we will always be here for anyone that needs us up
until the end.
It had always been my hope that this coalition would continue after the negotiations in
order to make sure that the terms of the negotiations are carried out to the letter. In some
ways, that may be more important than our coalition is now.
Joining together for strength is one of the great qualities of our country. The strength of
the people united is often underestimated. However, we who are the people use that
strength to win.
We will have our law representatives and negotiator at our next meeting. This is what we
have all been waiting and working for.

The meeting will be held at 1:00 p.m.
on Saturday, September 27, 2008, in the gymnasium at
Unadilla Valley Central School, 4238 State Highway 8, New Berlin, NY.
Speakers will be:
Scott Kurkoski, of Levene Gouldin & Thompson, LLP, of Binghamton, NY
and Peter Hosey , of Jackson Walker, LLP of Texas
This meeting has specifically been set up on a Saturday afternoon so that the many
people that could not come during the week, would be able to participate. All members
should be there to hear about where this coalition is going and how we will get there.
In ending this, I just want to say personally, that for all the work, for all the lack of sleep and
hours of emails, phone calls, mapping, meetings etc. I am proud to have the good fortune
to have formed this. Being able to meet you, sharing the hard work with the wonderful
steering committee that we have, is a joy. It drives me to want to do the best, no matter
how difficult.
Thank you
Richard Lasky

As an introduction to Levene Gouldin and Thompson, LLP, please
read the following information about them and the person who will
negotiate our leases.
Founded in 1927, Levene Gouldin & Thompson, LLP enjoys an enviable reputation
among lawyers, judges and the public it serves. The firm's ability to provide prompt, practical,
results-oriented service and its commitment to the civic affairs of the area have helped make it one
of the largest and most respected law practices in the Southern Tier of New York.

The firm has a staff of over 50 attorneys and more than 20 paralegals. Its partners include
past or current officers of the New York State Bar Association, the Federation of the Bar of the
Sixth Judicial District and seven past Presidents of the Broome County Bar Association. The firm is
particularly proud of its partner Kathryn Grant Madigan who, in the 2007/2008 term, served as
President of the New York State Bar Association, the largest bar association in the country.
Levene Gouldin & Thompson offers the experience of attorneys who have been selected
among the Best Lawyers in America by their peers and as Super Lawyers by an independent
evaluation firm. Members of the firm have been named to numerous honorary organizations and
listings including the American College of Trial Lawyers, Who’s Who in American Law, Best
Lawyers in America and the American College of Trusts and Estates Counsel.
The Marcellus Shale in the Appalachian Basin is among the most exciting gas plays in North
America. The impact of the Marcellus shale deposits and other shale formations on the Northeast
and its residents will be swift and significant. The attorneys at Levene Gouldin & Thompson have
many years of experience handling oil and gas transactions. The interdisciplinary nature of the
firm’s practice allows it to assist its clients with the broad range of issues they will face during this
exciting time. The Oil and Gas practice group is led by its chair person, Scott R. Kurkoski. There
are 20 attorneys working in the practice group in all energy related areas including leasing, mineral
rights, property transfers, pipelines, entity formation, taxation, litigation, environmental, royalties,
conservation law, tax assessments, estate and financial planning, condemnation and compulsory
integration. In addition, the firm is working with Peter Hosey and his Texas law firm of Jackson
Walker, L.L.P which has provided their knowledge regarding modern oil and gas leasing and
practices based on their experience in other states and particularly in the State of Texas.
Jackson Walker has a strong regional base of over 300 attorneys in Austin, Dallas, Fort Worth,
Houston, San Angelo, and San Antonio. The firm has been a leader in energy law since the late 1800s. One
of the firm's founding partners, A.W. Walker, Jr., was responsible for developing many of the fundamental
concepts of modern oil and gas law. Today, Jackson Walker attorneys continue the tradition started by our
founding partners as leaders and innovators in the energy industry.
Biography of Peter E. Hosey, Partner, San Antonio Office -- Peter E. Hosey concentrates
his practice in the areas of oil and gas transactions, real estate and business. He is Texas Board Certified in
Oil, Gas, and Mineral Law. Mr. Hosey has represented parties in the negotiation and preparation of oil and
gas leases, title opinions, oil and gas financial transactions, as well as representing oil and gas operators in
the purchase and sale of income producing properties, pipelines, regulatory matters, gas purchase
agreements, joint operating agreements, farmouts, and other oil and gas related transactions for both
domestic and foreign based clients. Mr. Hosey has served as an expert witness in oil and gas and land title
related litigation. Mr. Hosey is an Adjunct Professor of Law at St. Mary's University School of Law,
teaching Texas Land Titles.
Memberships and Awards -- Mr. Hosey is a member of the San Antonio Bar Association, the
American Bar Association and the State Bar of Texas. He is also a member of the State Bar College of the
State Bar of Texas and the Joint Editorial Board for the Texas Title Examination Standards published in the
Texas Property Code. He is a past President of the Natural Resources Committee of the San Antonio Bar
Association. He is also a member of the Oil, Gas and Energy, and the Real Estate and Probate Sections of the
State Bar of Texas. Mr. Hosey was named a 2007 San Antonio "Best Lawyer" for Real Estate Law by Scene
in SA Monthly.
Publications & Speaking Engagements -- Mr. Hosey is a frequent lecturer around the State of
Texas at various CLE sponsored events concerning oil and gas issues, land titles, title insurance and other
real estate related topics, including writing articles for and speaking at the 50th Annual Rocky Mountain
Mineral Law Institute in 2004 and the 23rd Annual Advanced Oil, Gas and Energy Resources Law Course in
2005.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Since we have developed our website -- www.cnylandcoalition.org -- there have been
some very interesting and informative information and comments posted.
For those of you without computers and those that have not had the chance to visit this
site, I thought it would be a good idea to collect articles and comments that have been
posted and put them in a newsletter to insure that everyone has the information. There are
some that are lengthy and I will not condense them for this purpose because I don’t want
to censor them in any way.
If any of you without a computer have comments or information, you are welcome to
write me and I will try to post them on our website for everyone to see.
To the people of the coalition, as president, I would like to add the following:
I realize that you may not be aware this, but as of September 13, 2008 we have in our
coalition
in history.

110,162 registered acres. I believe that makes us the largest land coalition

All of you have become part of an incredible achievement. We get stronger everyday.
When it comes time to negotiate, we can go into negotiations strong and certainly giving
a message to the gas companies that we are determined as a group and as a people to
stand together strong and firm to protect our land, and our way of life. We will no longer
be cheated or threatened by them because we now have the facts that for so many
years they have held from us.
It makes me the proudest of men to be President of this organization so I also take this
moment to thank you for what you have accomplished. Our volunteer steering committee
also adds their thanks for making them proud of their hard work and achievements
I believe that this is a great part of our American spirit: the ability to rise up in a group to
fight together and send the message that we will not be pushed around by anyone. We
will fight for what is right and just.
As president of this coalition I add that when negotiations begin, we will go in as a
strength to be reckoned with. Let’s keep together to show the world that we the people of
upstate New York are truly a force which will not allow anyone to take from us what is ours
without being compensated in the right manner, or to destroy this land.
The steering committee and I will not stop until EVERYONE understands what is
happening here. So, gas companies beware that your Landmen have less and less
opportunity to go into someone’s home with lies and deceit to sign your leases. More and
more of us have the strongest weapon of all KNOWLEDGE.
You are a great group of people and I am proud to live here amongst you.
Richard Lasky
President, Central New York Landowners Coalition
SPEAK TO YOUR NEIGHBORS AND ASK THEM NOT TO SIGN.
GIVE THEM THIS WEB ADDRESS FOR INFORMATION.

PRINT OUT SOME EXTRA APPLICATIONS TO GIVE THEM
GIVE THEM OUR WEB ADDRESS, OR ASK THEM TO CALL OR E-MAIL US.
IF THEY DO SIGN, AT LEAST THEY WILL KNOW WHAT THEY ARE SIGNING.

Our website is www.cnylandcoalition.org
Our e-mail address is chenangogas@gmail.com
Steering Committee Members –
Todd Barnes, Garth Battista, Daniel Brooks, Brian Conover,
Wilma Gorrell, John Haltner, Richard Lasky, Charles Rowe,
Abbie Tamber, Hank Tumilowicz, Robert Tumilowicz, & Kern
Walling

Bulletin no. 6

Notes on Compulsory Integration
In New York State, we have “compulsory integration.” That means that if a gas company
wishes to drill a well on some of its leased land, they have to draw a box around the
wellsite encompassing a certain number of acres, as established by the DEC. This is the
“well spacing unit.” They must control (by lease or outright ownership) at least 60% of the
land within this box before they can apply for a well permit.
They’ll try to get everyone else in the box to lease to them, too. But if you don’t
lease, they can force-unitize you. That means you’re in the unit whether you like it or not.
Now, it doesn’t mean that all of your land will be put in the unit. Unless you have a small
parcel, odds are it will only be a corner or a slice of your land. If you have 100 acres and
10 acres get force-unitized, you are still free to lease the remaining 90 acres separately.
You’ll get a notice in the mail telling you that compulsory integration is under way.
Then you have 21 days to decide how you want to handle it.
Most people have heard that you get stuck with only a 12.5% royalty and no bonus.
But that’s only one of the options. And you should also be aware that the gas company
will really want you to just sign a lease, so you have significant leverage to negotiate a
good lease deal with them before you get force-unitized. They may offer you lousy terms
the first time they show up at your door, but be aware that you can ask for more!
If you are forced into a unit, you have three options, and you have 21 days to tell
the DEC which one you choose:
#1—Royalty owner. The 12.5% royalty. This is the default if you do nothing. Actually, you
get the lowest of all royalty rates of the already-leased land in the unit. So if all your
neighbors leased at 20% and 18%, you would get 18%. But since many people have
already leased at 12.5%, there won’t be many compulsorily unitized royalty owners getting
higher than that for quite a while.
#2—Being a Participating Owner. For this you have to put up a share of the well cost
proportional to your number of acres in the unit. Since a well can cost a million dollars or
more, most of us don't have the money to do this. But if you do, you get 100% royalties for
your percentage of acres in the unit. You also take on liability like any corporate well
owner. Note a lesser-known sub-option here: you can lease out your Participating Owner
share to another gas company who might offer you a very good bonus and royalty rate.
This would create a situation where two companies share ownership of the well.
#3—Being a Nonparticipating Owner (NPO). In this case you don't put up any money, and
you have to wait till the well earns back 3X its costs. But after that, you get 100% royalties
on your percentage of acres in the unit. This can actually be a very lucrative option. I've
crunched the numbers and it looks like you could earn up to $80,000 per acre that way,
on a good producing well. Of course, if the well is a dud, you could wind up with zero.
So you might think -- forget leasing, I'll wait to get force-unitized! But the thing about NPO
is, you have to wait around to be included in the unit. And it's unlikely that a company will
draw a unit that has too many unleased acres, as they don't want to pay you that much.
They'd go out of their way not to include POs and NPOs. They'd much rather just pay
royalties, whether it's 12.5% or 20%.
I think waiting for forced unitization is fine for someone with 4 acres and a house on it. But

larger parcels it's best to lease. If you do have neighbors who get force-unitized, be sure to
tell them about the NPO option. If there are other producing wells in the neighborhood,
you can use those production levels to make an estimate of what the new well might
produce, and you can figure out if it will get well past the 3X cost mark.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Gas Companies - They lie and play games until the
very end
This is a letter that was sent out to members of the Northern Wayne Property Owners Alliance
recently. This shows you what we are and will be up against. The gas companies are smart, but let’s
be smarter and not fall for their games.
Dear NWPOA Members,
I have not looped to you for a while because I have been trying to keep a lid on the
information leaks because they harm the negotiation process. But I have to give you a sense of what
is happening so that you can know how critical it is that we stand together right now. I asked your
steering committee for advise on what I should say to our NWPOA membership and the following
report from me is based on their return comments to me. Some of their comments are reflected in
this email as well.
Last month we had very serious negotiations which concluded with “a company” being in
the lead. While we made no commitment for your landholdings we had out lined specifics that this
company had to complete before we would present the offers to our Steering Committee and
members for final decisions. The “company” agreed. There were more than 20 people in the room.
They set a 10 day time limit to conclude, looked us in the eye and shook hands. That 10 days would
have been up on July 23rd. (hence the Christmas in July comments to the loop) That day came and
went as you all know. They did not make their own self imposed deadline. The NWPOA was
patient because we have always bargained in good faith, as the company always seemed to have a
key player in this Marcellus play. The word was they had left for vacation but would be back. The
Company told us that the landmen would be pulled. Eventually they were.
We did continue our discussions with other companies as well.
Negotiations have always been ongoing with other companies. Negotiations have become
very, very serious with these other companies with one really stepping up to the plate. As a result of
the above lack of the “other company” not meeting their deadlines, the NWPOA waiting on “that
Company”, and the ongoing negotiations with other companies becoming very serious and
favorable to the NWPOA, we believe “that Company” is sending in the landmen once again with a
company lease. NOT the lease that was negotiated by the NWPOA for you… the property owner.
Please beware, please be polite to the landman, please be patient with the NWPOA steering
committee. YOUR NWPOA steering committee and negotiating committee are practically working
around the clock to settle this deal. The truth is we did not put a hold on things! But since a hold
was put on we have a potential of something much much more appealing.
More recently, other energy companies have entered serious discussions about the Marcellus
Shale play. One fully-integrated billion dollar public company, has already held preliminary

discussions with the NWPOA. Having reached a meaningful understanding and mutual
appreciation, they have now requested, and we have agreed, to meet with the entire 30-person
strong Steering Committee this weekend.
It becomes very complicated and an explanation of the details of what’s going on right now
right now would hurt the negotiations and the position of the NWPOA. Yes, it seems like you have
heard all of this before, but we are serious. This lease is a serious matter. Things are changing daily.
Sometimes they are making a direct 180 degree turn from the day before. But, be assured that when
these turns are made, the turns are bringing us closer to conclusion, to home plate, to the gold
medal.
There will be a day in the future when this is all complete, that I will be able to stand before
all of you in a forum and take you on the journey that so many of the steering and negotiating
committee have been a part. All the twists and turns and what they have been through will amaze
you. To do this right now would only jeopardize the negotiations.
I know you are sitting at your computer reading this e-mail and saying to yourself… I’ve
heard this all before and I’m just tired of waiting. In negotiations, waiting is a tool. A party believes
that by waiting it will wear down the other side and they will say the heck with it and give into their
demands. Don’t give in. Don’t give up. Don’t get frustrated. When it is all finished, you will be glad
you didn’t give in, up, or frustrated with the process.
People are getting nervous. And when I say people, I know you think I mean the NWPOA.
That’s quite to the contrary. Nervous is why the landman is back.
When announcements are ready to be made, you will receive them in a timely manner, just
as in the past. Rumors will not be spread by NWPOA steering or committee members. You will
hear the truth right here.
“Leaving temporarily was nothing but a tactic on their part just like temporarily dropping the
price. They have gotten so predictable. Didn’t we know they would be back? Temporarily dropping
the price didn’t work, so carrying out the threat of leaving was the logical next step. We said they
would be back and here they are. So, again, who to believe . . . them or us? Nobody missed out like
they said you would. They know we are getting close to a deal and are desperate. They have made it
known all along that they want ALL of this land so by coming back they have exposed their own
lies about having enough acreage. Give them enough rope and they will hang themselves.”

A letter to the Shreveport Times (in the Haynesville Shale in Louisiana)

Leases take advantage of good, honest people
Cliff Johnson, Heflin

Underneath the big news of the gas leases lies a story of deceit. There is a vast number of local
citizens deceived and swindled out of their gas mineral rights. And I am one of many.
Rural Louisiana is mostly poverty-stricken and not very well educated individuals, especially
when it comes to legal documents. A large number are unemployed and elderly and are easily taken
advantage of because they are hungry, with kids and lack of everyday essentials.
The Haynesville Shale has been known about by the oil and gas companies for 40 to 50 years,
but we, the general public, have just recently heard about the shale. I am sure that the gas companies
have a large staff of attorneys that are specialized, trained and tweaked to have a contract that is
ironclad to purchase our mineral rights.

It is strange that the landmen began leasing from us several years ago for pennies on the dollar.
Then shortly thereafter a major gas pipeline was put through our community. Do you see a time and
event schedule by the gas companies? Get as many as you can before the shale is known area-wide.
On our lease contracts, the gas companies listed their options. Why weren't our options listed,
or we at least encouraged to take the contract to an attorney? Why not? It might level the playing
field.
I believe that these leases took advantage of good and honest people believing in truth and right
in corporate America.
Some of us live in poverty with bills due. When a little money was flashed before us, we were
eager to accept it for our families, not knowing beneath a smiling face we were being stolen from
and taken advantage of. I believe this has happened to far more people than is realized.
Democracy is when the majority rules. The majority elects our local and federal government
and the majority passes the laws. So when a majority of people were fooled, there seems to be intent
to deceive.

What is the real price per acre of Marcellus?
Here is some very interesting data in this shale report from Deutsche Bank — especially as it looks
like Marcellus currently presents one of the highest rates of return of all the US shales, given
acreage at $2500. Or in other words, there’s plenty of room for bonuses and royalties to go up and
still have the play be quite profitable. Note they attribute a Net Present Value of $119,756 per acre
of Marcellus.
It’s more than we can reproduce, but you can read the whole report here:
http://blogs.oilandgasinvestor.com/steve/files/2008/07/shaletoshiningshale.pdf
Figure 8: Summary Shale production and
economic

parameters

To end this newsletter, an article really worth reading. It is long and very interesting:

A Broad Look At The Environmental Issues Of Natural Gas Drilling
by Kevin Lewis of The Friendsville Group

INTRO
There is a lot of concern about the environmental issues related to drilling natural gas wells. There is
a lot of confusion about those issues as well. The industry prefers to withhold information and wants you
to believe that everything is just fine. On the other hand, many of the environmental groups would have
you believe that each new well is the start of another Love Canal episode. I’m convinced that the truth is
somewhere in the middle. But it’s hard to find a web site or news article related to gas well drilling that is
complete and unbiased. I should mention though, one very good source of fact based information is the
Oil & Gas Accountability Project’s, “Oil & Gas At Your Door?” (see sources at end). What I’ve tried to do
in this report is separate the truth from the nonsense and put this information into perspective. The
opinions expressed in this report are my own opinions and should not be considered the opinions of the
streering committee or the group as a whole.

THE DEC
One of the best reasons for writing our own lease is to have some control over environmental issues.
Although our NY DEC claims to be our ‘protector’, many question whether they will be able to handle
any increase in gas drilling in our area. New York has only 4 site inspectors compared to Pennsylvania’s 32.
You have to wonder how they’ll be able to cover the territory and be at the drill sites during critical stages.
At a recent local meeting, I felt that they provided vague, incomplete answers to serious questions. When
pressed further, it became apparent that they ‘regulate’ the drilling companies more through the
‘permitting process’ rather than on-site monitoring. I think that there are some real weak spots in the DEC
policies which are mentioned further in this report.

RESEARCH
One of the main things that struck me while doing my research was ‘the numbers’. There aren’t a
large number of publicized accidents, spills, etc.. Why is that? Normally, whenever there’s an incident
involving water, soil or air pollution, the media is all over it. When visiting environmental sites to find
examples of ‘gas wells gone wrong’, it’s mostly the same few incidents and locations that keep showing up.
Considering the number of wells drilled all over the US in the past 10 to 20 years, you’d think that there
would be many more well publicized incidents if well drilling is as hazardous as some claim.
Critics say there isn’t enough information about the effects of drilling. I say, if you want to study the
effects of drilling, just look to Texas, the most-drilled state in the nation. The state of Texas alone had over
1.5 million wells drilled in the last century, yet they still have ample supplies of drinkable water and usable

land. It has 266,820 active oil wells and 88,048 active gas wells … that’s a total of 354,868 active over 75,000
wells drilled in New York State in the last century. Over 100 of them are in Broome and Tioga counties. I
was unable to find reports of any gas well related catastrophes here in NY or in Texas.
But, there have been problems elsewhere. Colorado, New Mexico, and Wyoming are clear examples
of mismanagement and lack of monitoring by ‘the authorities’ (Bureau of Land Management, EPA, and
State Agencies). But in each case, the scope of the drilling had a lot to do with the problems. The drilling
in those areas has been so heavy and so concentrated that the terrain resembles an ant farm. The agencies
failed to stay ahead of the situation and in some cases common sense was ignored.
If the Marcellus ever truly becomes ‘the next Barnett’ we may need to adapt. But, for the near future,
we will not see the extreme level of drilling that caused all the air pollution in Wyoming. And if common
sense is used, we won’t see soil pollution like New Mexico or water pollution like Colorado (reasons
explained later). I believe the pace of drilling here will proceed slowly when you consider that 1) many gas
companies are still focusing on the Barnett Shale in Texas 2) there are several other new and emerging gas
fields in the nation 3) there are a limited number of drill rigs in the US 4) the Marcellus Shale covers a
huge area, including PA and West Virginia.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS
I’ve separated the environmental concerns into two categories: MINOR and MAJOR:
Minor Concerns:
Noise, Lights, Dust, Truck Traffic, Road Deterioration, Loss of ‘Green Space’, Loss of Hunting Area,
Habitat Fragmentation
I just don’t get excited about the above mentioned issues. There will be noise, odor, dust, dirt, and
mud. Roads will be torn up by heavy truck traffic and some trees will be cut down. But all of these issues
are temporary. Roads can be repaved, grass and trees grow back, and life will return to normal when the
drilling is finished. I remember during my childhood, having our neighborhood torn up for new gutters,
sewers, and pavement … a project that took many months. It was loud, dusty, smelly, and inconvenient,
but we survived and everyone was happy with the results. Imagine if a large corporation bought a chunk of
wooded land locally to build a new factory. Most would see it as a ‘great thing’ for our area in terms of the
jobs and economic boost it would provide. Yet, we’d experience many of the same inconveniences. Gas
leasing and production can provide jobs and a serious economic boost as well. You don’t get something for
nothing.
* It’s important to note that, although a typical vertical well may take 4 to 6 weeks to complete, some
of the newer horizontal drilling plans may take 2 to 3 times longer. This is due to the fact that they can
drill several ‘offshoot’ wells from the same horizontal drill pad. Although this is more of a nuisance in the
early going, it greatly reduces the number of roads, pits, and pads required.

Major Concerns:
Water Pollution, Soil Pollution, Air Pollution, Water Table Depletion, Catastrophic Accidents
(blowouts, explosions, fires, etc.)
For many people, the biggest issue is the chemicals that are added to the frac water and drilling muds.
Exactly what chemicals are used and how much is not fully known. The Energy Bill of 2005 exempts oil &
gas companies from having to disclose the proprietary chemical contents of drilling & completing
processes. But the most commonly sited hazardous chemicals reported to be in these fluids are: acetone,
benzene, ethylbenzene, toluene, and xylene. These are all toxic and/or carcinogenic substances that have
well-known and serious negative health effects.

What hasn’t been made clear is the level of risk assumed at the concentrations used. If a drilling
accident or spill occurred, would the exposure level from soil, water, or air contamination be lethal,
moderate, or minuscule? And how does it compare to the exposure we experience every day from
products in our homes, automobile exhaust and our local factories? We need to put it in perspective.
Again, the industry says this almost never happens and if it ever did, the exposure levels would be so low
that it would not present a serious problem. On the other side are the environmentalists who claim that it
does happen and it is a serious problem. What’s the real story?
Water Pollution—How often does it happen? Again, let’s look at Texas. The Texas Groundwater
Protection Committee’s Joint Groundwater Monitoring and Contamination Report – 2004 (TGPC, 2005)
lists 1,440 groundwater contamination cases (of all types) in a twenty-county study area. This 20 county
area includes the Barnett Shale ‘sweet spot’ where heavy drilling has occurred. What they discovered was
that the vast majority of cases did not involve oil & gas field operations but rather spills and leaks of
finished petroleum products. Of these cases:
—1,428 cases were not related to oil & gas field operation and involved contamination by gasoline,
diesel, or products, mostly (1,020) related to releases from petroleum storage tank facilities.
—12 cases were related to gas & oilfield activities.
The report did not state the scope of the contamination and the impacts each case had, but it puts it
into perspective … only 12 out of 1,440 contaminations were due to gas & oilfield operations. By
comparison, it doesn’t seem to be a huge problem, even in heavily drilled Texas.
Here at home, the NY State Office of the Attorney General states that, “Oil spills from leaking
underground storage tanks at homes and gas stations are the largest single threat to groundwater quality in
the United States today. An estimated 1.2 million tanks nationwide, many of which were installed prior to
new regulations in 1988, are a concern because tanks corrode quickly when buried unprotected in the soil.
Corrosion, and other factors such as improper installation, spills during product delivery, and piping
failures, have already caused more than 400,000 confirmed underground storage tank leaks nationwide.” A
1998 survey by the DEC found that gasoline spills contaminated more than 800 private wells and fortyseven public water supply wells in New York State. This is something that is happening, but no one’s
talking about shutting down gas stations. An occasional well accident is something that iscould happen and
people are talking about abandoning the natural gas industry.
Nonetheless, water pollution from gas and oilfield operations can happen, and it can happen in a
couple of different ways:
—Well Casing/Cement Failure. After the well casing (piping) is put in the ground, the drilling
company pumps cement along the outside of the casing from top to bottom. This seals off the
surrounding rock layers from the gas and high pressure frac water, preventing contamination of any
underground water. If the cementing of the well casing is not done properly, or if the cement does not seal
off as it should (during the high-pressure frac’ing process), the frac water could flow up along the outside
of the well bore and into other layers of rock which may contain well water. * The DEC doesn’t require
that the cement be tested for strength as it is in bridges and buildings.
From what I’ve been able to determine, well casing or cementing failures are an extremely rare
occurrence as the industry claims. I’ve only found 2 cases where gas well casing failures caused water well
pollution. I saw mention of another in Madison, Ohio but apparently it was only methane that found it’s
way into the water (no fluids). I could not find any further details about that one. I wouldn’t doubt that
there are more, but for all the hours of searching I did, this is all I could come up with.
CASE #1 - In Grandview, Texas, (Jan 2008) it is thought (but not proven) that the well casing or
concrete failed during the frac’ing process of a newly drilled gas well. In this case, high sulfate
concentrations, other contaminants, and traces of toluene were found in 3 water wells within a couple
hundred yards of the gas well. The water wells were drilled into a shallow groundwater supply called the
Woodbine aquifer. At two different times after the incident, the landowners had the water tested by

independent labs which confirmed the previous results. The article did not state what the actual levels
were but, in each test, the toluene was below the EPA max. acceptable level. * It should be noted in this
case that the EPA had tested this aquifer several years before the drilling took place and found that 61% of
the samples were above the EPA limits for sulfates with traces of other gasoline additives, insecticides,
pesticides, and solvents. So it seems believable that the gas well was not responsible for all of the
contamination. The original news article never mentioned this, nor have any of the environmental sites
that are using this incident as an example. I’ve not been able to find any reports of the contamination
spreading to any other local wells.
CASE #2 - In Clark, Wyoming, (Aug 2006) a drilling rig hit an extremely high-pressured gas pocket
at about 8,500 feet. The gas shot up the well with enough force that it blew out a weak spot in the side of
the well casing (underground). In this episode, one water well on an adjacent property was affected and it
has tested above EPA limits for toluene. As in case #1, the article did not say what the exact toluene levels
were. Were they way above the limit or just slightly above? No mention was made of any follow-up testing
and what the results might have been. Monitoring wells have been dug all around the affected area. Again,
I have been keeping an eye out for articles and reports of the contamination spreading, but have found
none.
Note: Environmentalists often site two cases in Texas (towns of Chico-2005 & DeBerry-1997) where
nearby water wells were contaminated, but these were not gas wells involved. They were ‘injection wells’
(discussed later) into which the state of Texas allows all kinds of drilling wastes to be pumped at high
pressure. It was determined that the operators were pumping into the wells at excessive pressures.
This is the type of accident (well casing/ cement failure), though, that would pose the biggest risk to a
major aquifer. But how much of a risk? Critics warn that one well accident could condemn the drinking
water for large portions of the state. How likely is this? The first accident mentioned above affected only 3
nearby water wells, with toluene levels below EPA limits. The second blowout did put toluene levels
above the EPA limit but has so far only affected one nearby water well. How much effect would this type
of accident truly have on a major aquifer, where the dilution rate would be considerable? With the millions
of wells drilled in this country, can anyone find a case of an entire aquifer being condemned due to a gas
drilling mishap? I can’t, and something of that magnitude would be hugely publicized. As I said before,
this type of failure is extremely rare. Part of the reason may be that, this the last thing that the drilling
company wants. If it does happen, the well is ruined and it’s a major loss for the gas company at $3 - $5
million per well.
—Pit Failure. Most drilling companies keep their contaminated waste water in open earthen pits
that have a one-piece poly liner covering the bottom and sides of the pit. Accidental contamination can
occur if the waste water escapes from the pits into the surrounding soil and leaches into a nearby water
supply. These spills can be caused by poor pit construction (cave-ins), torn liners, and stormwater
overflows. In my opinion, these pits are the weakest link in the whole drilling process.
This type of accident occurs more frequently, but again, in relation to the number of wells drilled, it’s
not an everyday occurrence. There are however, several recent and well publicized incidents of
contamination due to waste water pits leaking. Four of those incidents occurred in Garfield County,
Colorado where the drilling companies located their pits right on the banks of a popular irrigation-source
river. The pits leaked and the waste water went right into the river (duh!). Colorado has since introduced
legislation that prohibits the use of open pits within a certain distance to rivers and streams. In such cases,
drillers are now required to use ‘closed loop’ systems where the water is pumped directly from the well
equipment into a holding tank. * The NY DEC has no such regulation and allows pits to be within 50 ft of
rivers and streams (duh!). It’s been shown that ‘closed loop’ systems actually save the drilling companies
money while reducing their liability. With environmental pressure building, we’ll see more of these
systems in use.
One of the issues here is the thickness of the poly liners used in these pits. I’ve heard that some liners
are only about 6 mil, while other states such as Michigan require 50 mil. * Unfortunately, the NY DEC
has no spec for the liner thickness. There’s been a lot of attention paid to Hickory, PA, where a pit liner

leak apparently contaminated a landowner’s pond. This case has been exploited by the ‘anti-drilling’
environmental groups, one of whom made several videos of the landowner and a few neighbors relating
the problems they’ve experienced due to the gas wells. These videos are very one-sided, long on sentiment
and short on fact but they can be seen at damascuscitizens.org.
New Mexico is another area often sited by environmental groups and, it’s true, they’ve had some
serious pollution due to these waste pits. However, most of it is due to the fact that, for a long time, they
never even required pit liners. Drilling companies are required to immediately report pit failures or any
other episode resulting in contamination. Small pit/liner leaks may take several days to notice with small
volumes released. Major pit/liner leaks are usually noticed quickly. Requiring a thicker pit liner may be an
option when writing the terms for our lease.
—Ground Spills. Accidental ground spills of gasoline, diesel fuel, and other liquids can occur on a
drill site just like any other industrial or construction site. Most spills of this type are small spills because
human error is involved and the mistakes are quickly detected/corrected. Determining an average
frequency of these incidents is very difficult, but after reviewing several monthly reports (for the state of
Texas), it would seem that a typical month might record 30 well-related spills of all types. The spill
materials are put into 3 categories, “crude oil, gas well fluid, and products”. Of the 30 incidents, 5 might
involve gas well fluids from a tank (as opposed to a pipeline or other container). Reasons for the spills were
things such as “opened wrong valve”, “internal rust or corrosion”.
—Injection Wells. In some states drilling companies are allowed to drill “disposal wells’ deep into
porous rock formations. They then pump the contaminated waste water from drilling operations into
these wells. The wastes are supposedly down so far that they can never make their way back up to the
strata where fresh water supplies exist. * The DEC says that there are ‘a few’ injection wells in NY and that
those are used for solution salt mining. A search on the DEC web site for all active wells in NY seems to
indicate that this is true. It’s unclear however, how they monitor what wastes actually wind up in these
wells. Injections wells are something that we don’t want in our area and, if need be, we can word our lease
to prevent this from happening.
—Water Table Disturbance. Any time a well is drilled through a water table, it’s bound to ‘stir up’
the water and sediment. This can happen with water wells or gas wells and it is not uncommon. One
article I read explained that, naturally occurring hydrogen sulfide and salt tend to lie on the bottom of the
aquifers, but when disturbed, they can mix with the water to deliver an unpleasant taste and odor. But the
disturbance is usually minimal and clears up a short time afterward. In extreme cases, very small water
wells can empty into the well shaft before the crews have a chance to set the casing and concrete. These
small wells are typically very shallow and will be replenished over time by rain water or ‘bleed’ from
another nearby underground pool.
Disturbing other layers of rock close to the water table can sometimes cause low levels of natural gas
to find its way into water wells. This can happen even when drilling another water well on an adjacent
property. In some cases, the problem may actually be due to a rusted or corroded casing of the water well
itself. A Canadian study has shown that the fugitive methane is often neutralized (oxidized) by bacteria in
the water. But with larger amounts of methane, for wells located outside of any structure, simply installing
a vented well cap may provide sufficient venting prior to water entering the home.
Should any of the above conditions occur, the DEC should be notified and they will have the drilling
company set up an alternate water supply. In any event, this emphasizes the importance of pre-drill water
testing and having a properly worded lease to help ensure that the drilling company corrects the situation
and/or pays for another suitable water well for you.
Soil Contamination—The causes of soil contamination are the same as for water contamination
mentioned above. In addition, some states allow ‘land farming’. This where the small pieces of rock from
the drilling operation are washed and then spread over any nearby fields. There are some concerns about
this practice due to the fact that the bits of shale and other materials brought up by the drilling process may

have a low level of radioactivity . These materials are known as NORM (Naturally Occurring Radioactive
Materials). So how bad is this stuff?
This is one thing that the DEC has tested (from NY wells) and it has been found to be extremely low
level, in most cases indistinguishable from ‘background’ readings. Terry Engelder, prominent Geology
Professor at Penn State, says the level of radioactivity is so low that it is comparable to that given off by the
luminescent dials we find on wrist watches. Regardless, the DEC has said that on-site land farming is not
allowed; that all such wastes are to be trucked to an off-site, certified waste disposal area.

AIR POLLUTION
—Exhaust From Machinery. The largest source of air pollution would probably be the exhaust
from trucks, generators, and drill rigs, all of which are operating around the clock. Environmental sites
warn of the ‘smoke belching’ diesel engines releasing benzene and other particulate matter into the air.
But, how is this any more threatening to our environment than the machinery found at big construction
sites or the highway repaving projects that we see every summer? And how does it compare to the
countless numbers of diesel engine tractor trailers rolling on our local roads? Gas well drilling sites are just
temporary whereas those big rigs are rolling through our community all day, every day.
One problem area often mentioned by environmental sites is Boulder, Wyoming, where pollution
from vehicles and equipment in the gas fields — along with dust, weather and geography — have helped
raise ozone levels to those of big cities in the summertime. Does this mean that any area getting gas wells
will suffer the same fate? The simple answer is, no. The scope of the operations there is on a scale that we
are not likely to see. These are federal lands that were opened up to an army of drillers. They did not have
individual property owners to deal with and they didn’t utilize directional drilling. Rather, they put in over
1,000 vertical wells using tight 40 acre spacing at a density of 64 wells per sq. mile (see photos at
ww.voiceforthewild.org/blm/Jonah_field/). For us to see that level of activity, they’d have to pull every drill
rig from the Barnett Shale, ship them up here, and drill non-stop for over a year. Adding to the problem
there are other unique factors. Ozone needs sunlight to form, and environmental officials believe the
ozone levels in Wyoming this past winter were exacerbated by heavy snow cover, which intensified the
sunlight by reflecting it off the snow. In 2007, when the area had little snow cover, there were no elevated
ozone readings. Also contributing to the situation are geographical factors of the area. Rare temperature
inversions occur there (cold air is trapped close to the ground) and the surrounding mountains actually
help hold the pollution in the valley.
Directional drilling in our area will help reduce the overall air pollution because operators can extract
the same amount of gas from one horizontal well drill pad as they can from 16 vertical well drill pads.
That’s 15 fewer drill pads, roads, and pits that need to be built by excavators, bulldozers, dumptrucks, etc.
—Evaporation. Some of the toxic chemicals used may also contribute to air pollution. Benzene and
some other toxicants found in frac water are highly evaporative chemicals that do not mix well with water.
Being lighter than water, they can sit on the water’s surface, evaporate, and be discharged to the air. I’m
not sure that this is a bad thing. Not that we want chemicals in the air, but isn’t it better to have it in the air
than the water? Isn’t this exactly what ‘scrubbers’ do when they treat soil and water from spill areas? They
evaporate chemicals and discharge to the air. But, what is the quantity that we’re talking about here? And if
it’s so hazardous, why aren’t the drill site workers who are around it every day falling over dead? The fact
is acetone, benzene, toluene, and xylene all break down in the atmosphere within days. But, let’s put it in
perspective.
In 2002, Lockheed Martin reportedly released 23,766 lbs. of known and suspected toxicants into the
air and water while Hadco released 12,020 lbs. Add to that the emissions from all the other factories, gas
stations, and home furnaces in the area and the numbers would be huge. Or again, let’s compare it to the
benzene produced by the motor vehicles we drive. Based on average benzene emissions from auto
tailpipes, a Wisconsin study estimated that, on a one mile section of Interstate 90/94, motor vehicles
unleashed approx. 4,260 lbs. of benzene per year. That’s just a one mile section! The bottom line is, if your

driving your car in traffic, you’re sniffing benzene. It seems inconceivable to me that evaporation from a
few temporary waste water pits could equal or exceed those figures.
—Flaring. Before putting a new gas well online, the operator often needs to gets rid of excess frac
water from the well. They do this by igniting a stream of gas direct from the wellhead, a practice known as
flaring. This can be a long, noisy process that may be repeated for several days and for hours at a time. On
the other hand, flaring can be avoided altogether if the operator has equipment that can separate the large
amounts of water that initially comes out of a new well. Concerns have been raised about the chemicals
released from flaring because, along with the methane there are other gases, frac fluid, etc. being burned.
I have not seen any reliable reports stating what the emissions of this activity are, probably because no
two flaring situations are the same. The makeup of the gas, the well pressure, and the duration will always
be different. I’ve seen claims that there are as many as 200 different components given off by flaring but
they never mention in what amounts. Many critics fail to recognize the difference between gas well flaring,
oil well flaring, and refinery flaring. Gas well flaring is a short-term, temporary activity, not something that
continues on throughout the life of the well. But, lets compare it to another industry. The asphalt
manufacturing process reportedly releases millions of pounds of the exact same toxins found in oil & gas
production. When you think of the miles and miles of roads in the US, there has to be way more air
pollution from asphalt than gas production. If you’re opposed to gas drilling are you also advocating that
we stop paving our roads, parking lots and driveways?
* The DEC states that operators are supposed to notify surrounding property owners before flaring
operations begin. Operators are required to obtain flaring permits if they are going to flare for over 72
hours straight. But the only way the DEC will find out about violations is if someone issues a complaint to
them.
—Water Depletion. It reportedly takes 3 to 5 million gals of water (or more) to drill and complete a
well. There’s a lot of concern over where this much water will come from and what the loss of that much
water will do to our ecosystem. First of all, most people do not have a good idea of what a million gallons
is, so let’s clarify. It’s approximately one and a half Olympic sized swimming pools. Or, if you’re more
measurement minded, it’s the volume of one 51 foot cube. It is doubtful that drilling companies will try to
drill water wells onsite to furnish their water needs. Time is money in this business and, even with a good
water well, it would take them 2 to 3 weeks to fill their tanks. Their preferred source will be surface water
(ponds, rivers, etc.) It should be obvious that extensive dewatering of our ponds, rivers and streams is not a
good idea. But when water and flow levels are normal they should be able to tolerate some limited
donations. And what harm would there be if large quantities were taken from the Susquehanna River
when it’s near flood stage?
Drilling companies cannot just help themselves to the water. They must apply for permits with the
Susquehanna River Basin Commission (SRBC), who will determine how much water they can obtain at
any one time. It’s encouraging that the SRBC already caught and shut down a couple of Pennsylvania
drilling operations for taking local water without the proper permits. The Pennsylvania DEP then held a
meeting with 150 oil and gas industry leaders to make sure that they knew the rules. Hopefully, they will
be just as diligent in NY. * I’ve heard that the SRBC only accepts permits twice a year. This is not very
accommodating to drillers and may actually invite noncompliance.
Some drilling companies have already contacted local municipalities with requests to purchase water.
The amount purchased will be controlled by our local water officials, who will determine how much can
be spared. It deserves mention that the drilling companies are paying a hefty price per gallon for this water
and, if handled properly, the revenue from these sales will be a welcomed addition to our cash-strapped
local systems. The need for water may present money making opportunities for others in our area as well.
The shortage of water is an issue that many drilling companies have already faced in some gas-rich
but water-starved areas of the country. And they’ve come up with some solutions. Most drillers now
recycle as much water as possible. In addition, they’ve combined efforts with the local communities to
build retention ponds that are filled a little at a time when the community water supplies can afford to

‘donate’. They’ve also channeled unwanted runoff from heavy rains into the ponds, thereby reducing the
need to access community water supplies. It seems to me that, if increased drilling is coming our way, it
would make a lot of sense to build some of these retaining ponds. We could also have ‘water sales’ every
time the Susquehanna is ready to overflow it’s banks. One way or the other, this is another area where our
lease can be worded to prohibit taking water directly from our properties.
Catastrophic Accident Possibility
—Blowouts. Occasionally, a large release of gas may accidentally occur at gas well sites. This is
known as a blowout and it can happen when unusually high-pressured pockets of gas are encountered
during drilling. Normally, the weight of the drilling muds and mechanical devices known as ‘blowout
preventers’ keep these surges in check. But, on rare occasions the pressure is so great that it overcomes all
resistance and blasts out through the top (or side) of the well casing. Of concern is how quickly the
methane dissipates and whether or not it contains large quantities of hydrogen sulfide (sour gas).
Evacuation of surrounding homes could be required, much the same as if a gas main were to rupture
somewhere. Depending on the pressure involved, blowouts may take up to several days to be brought
under control. There have been a couple of very rare cases where sour gas wells were lethal to those very
near the well site. It’s believed that the gas in the Marcellus Shale is of high quality (sweet gas) and does
not contain large amounts of hydrogen sulfide.
—Explosions. In extreme cases, the friction caused by the rushing gas (from a blowout) can heat up
the well casing to the point that the gas ignites resulting in an explosion. The resulting fire makes working
conditions more difficult and it can take a couple of weeks to bring the situation under control. Again,
evacuation of surrounding homes could be required especially if the threat of wildfires exists during the
dry season.
Blowouts are certainly very serious situations but they rarely happen and getting gas out of shale rock
like the Marcellus is not that easy. Typically, shale needs to be prodded and poked (frac’ed) in order to
obtain enough pressure to make even an average producing well.
But this does bring up the question of preparedness. In heavy drilling states like Texas, they have
‘Well Control Companies’ who specialize in taking care of emergency situations related to well drilling.
Do we have any companies like that in NY? If so, how far away are they? And could our local emergency
crews handle situations like this? Is evacuation education & planning a regular part of training for our
emergency crews? Should we have at least one specialist in the area?

SUMMARY

I believe that I’ve shed light on the main things that the industry would prefer you didn’t know. I
believe that I’ve also put into perspective some of the claims of the critics. Keep in mind I’ve listed nearly
everything that can go wrong with a gas well and it may be intimidating. But again, put it in perspective. If
you listed everything that can go wrong with the Lockheed Martin plant, or the Exxon Mobil tank farm, or
even local gas stations it would be intimidating as well. The fact is these things don’t happen frequently
and the numbers say that well drilling isn’t any worse than many other industries that we take for granted.
In fact, it’s far better than some.
I truly believe that environmentalists serve an important purpose in our society. They are constantly
monitoring the world around us and making us aware of potential dangers. But all too many of their dire
warnings include phrases such as, “might lead to”, or, “could possibly result in”, or, “at risk of”. This
might be OK if we are venturing into a new arena, but the truth is, we have enough history on well
drilling to determine what the risks really are.
We live with risk every day. Try doing an internet search for gas trucks and pipelines exploding, or
tankers leaking, or factory farm pollution and see how many ‘hits’ you get. You know that LP canister on

your gas grill? Check out how many of those claim lives and destroy property. One study shows your risk
of becoming ill and dying from benzene (all sources) is only half that of being struck by lightning; that
you’re approximately 10 times as likely to die from electrocution, 55 times more likely to die by drowning,
and 481 times as likely to die by an accident in the home. The numbers say that you’re 589 times more
likely to die in a car accident and 13,125 times more likely to die if you smoke cigarettes. Death from gas
well causes doesn’t even register on the scale.
What this all boils down to is potential vs. probability vs. need - or more simply, risk vs. need.
Whenever we hear of someone dying in an auto accident, we’re reminded that the potential for our own
death is there every time we drive. But we weigh the probability vs. the need to travel and we continue
driving. By getting behind the wheel, we’re saying that over 43,000 deaths per year by auto accident is an
acceptable risk vs. the need to drive. By comparison, there is a much smaller number of deaths and
contaminations per year attributed to gas wells yet, many say it’s not worth the risk. If you argue that the
risk associated with drilling gas wells is not acceptable, then you are essentially saying that we don’t need
the natural gas. Or, maybe you’re just saying ‘not in my back yard’. The fact is, we do need the gas. And we
have no choice but to drill these wells where the gas is located.
When I look at the numbers, I’m not convinced that the risks outweigh even the financial needs. This
area of ours has been economically depressed for some time. And it doesn’t seem like there’s a lot of hope
for the future. I don’t know how some of our local farmers have managed to hang on for all these years.
And many others who were once gainfully employed by local factories have lost those jobs and are now
‘just getting by’. With middle-class incomes disappearing, fuel prices skyrocketing, and the economy in
recession, unfunded mandates are forcing our cash-strapped local governments to raise property taxes and
cut services. What’s the outcome of this downward spiral? I consider these issues just as much a part my
environment as the ‘green’ issues. Could gas well activity help change this? Absolutely.
It’s estimated that the financial benefits of the Barnett Shale play has pumped 5 to 6 billion dollars
back into the local Dallas-Fort Worth economy and will continue to do so for some time. In addition,
there have been generous grants to schools and community organizations by the oil and gas companies.
I’m not saying that I think it’s OK for these companies to pollute our environment as long as we get some
money for it. I’m saying that, in terms of accidents and pollution, I don’t see the numbers that make them
any worse than other big businesses. And in light of the potential benefits to our local economy, I think
the risks are worth it on a financial basis alone. And those risks can be reduced by using improved
technology, equipment, and procedures.
But there’s more. To address this issue fully, we need to look at the big picture. What kind of risk is
our nation taking by not continuing to develop our oil and natural gas resources? Where will our oil and
gas come from? The economic security of this country is of prime importance to all of us. And having
ample, ready supplies of natural gas may play a key role in keeping this country afloat in the near future.
What I’m talking about is an energy crisis situation known as ‘Peak Oil’.
Many industry experts say that it’s not a matter of ‘if’ but rather, a matter of ‘when’ this global crude
oil crisis takes place. Emerging countries like China and India are rapidly increasing their oil consumption
and they will continually be fighting for a larger and larger share of the available global oil supply. The true
‘giant’ oil fields that provide much of today’s oil are mostly mature fields with declining production. These
experts claim that newer, smaller oil fields are not coming on line fast enough, and their production will
not be large enough to even offset the declines of the existing fields, let alone make up for the increase in
demand. At some point, they warn, supplies will fall far short of demand. Basic economics says that, when
demand greatly exceeds a limited supply, prices skyrocket and the product goes to the highest bidder.
If you haven’t read about how ‘Peak Oil’ could affect our nation, you owe it to yourself to do so. For
an enlightening, but worst-case scenario, try reading the remarks of James Howard Kunstler
(http://www.kunstler.com/spch_hudson.htm). Whether or not you agree with the author’s bleak portrait
of the future, I think we need to at least listen to these arguments and ask ourselves, “Is it possible?” And,
if so, shouldn’t this risk play a part in determining the needs associated with natural gas drilling”?

If “Peak Oil’ becomes a reality to the extent some think it could, the negative impact on our economy
and our way of life could be devastating. Cheap gasoline would be a thing of the past, with many of us
unable to afford to drive our vehicles. The cost of any product that’s shipped or trucked (that’s just about
everything) would skyrocket, causing sales to plummet and companies to go out of business. Heating oil
would be unaffordable, so large numbers of people would go back to using wood and coal stoves, which
are about 50 times more polluting than gas furnaces. Huge numbers of trees would be chopped down to
burn. Even garbage service would be unaffordable, so people would turn to burning and illegal dumping
to get rid of their trash. If you believe these experts, the environmental effects of not drilling could be
devastating.
No one knows for sure if ‘Peak Oil’ will ever happen. There are those who think that it’s just a big
scare story or even something dreamed up by the oil and gas companies to help open doors to more
drilling. But the fact is, many of the warning signs are there and ‘Peak Oil’ happened once before, although
just on a national level. Only 50 years ago people laughed at the suggestion that the US could not supply
all of it’s own oil needs. But they were wrong. At least back then, we had a safety valve and could purchase
foreign oil. Now we find ourselves heavily dependent on foreign oil and ever closer to supply problems.
This time we have no back up plan and many think our national ‘leaders’ are failing us by not standing up
and addressing this situation now.
If ‘Peak Oil’ comes about, this nation will need all types of energy sources available. The emerging
renewable energy sources (wind, solar, etc.) must play a big part, but they will take decades to develop and
won’t even come close to providing all of this nation’s energy needs. We’ll need every bit of domestic oil
and natural gas we can get our hands on. Having a ‘not in my back yard’ attitude is not going to get it done.
If there’s even a slight chance of our oil supply being greatly diminished by uncontrollable foreign events,
then I’m of the opinion that the need outweighs the risks and we should pursue drilling.
That said, I would like to see the EPA, the DEC, and local officials learn from previous problems and
become better prepared to handle increased drilling activity and become more proactive to prevent would
like to see pressure put on our state legislators to enact legislation requiring can be employed while still
maintaining efficiency and profitability. Implementing better safeguards and regulations can be done and
has already been done in New Mexico and Colorado. There are already signs that certain local legislators
and environmental groups are not going to let what happened in Wyoming, Colorado, and New Mexico
happen in New York. These are highly controversial issues and you can bet that they will be monitored
closely.
Many feel that, if there’s gas below us, the oil & gas companies will be coming to get it one way or
another, especially if this nation faces some type of energy crisis. Jill Morrison, of the Powder River Basin
Resource Council (Wyoming), warns of unseen problems but states, “. . . this is the richest industry in the
world, and they’re going to come whether you want them or not.” Indeed, many of our neighbors have
already signed leases, increasing the chance that oil & gas companies will be here sooner or later. Signing a
good lease is one way we landowners can protect ourselves. Our goal is to develop a lease with the
necessary environmental provisions, yet still remain marketable to the oil & gas companies. But there must
be a balance of protection vs. risk vs. need.
Kevin Lewis, The Friendsville Group

Remember that a coalition is a group that sticks together to achieve the good of all its
members. We can and will get a fair share of what is ours: Our land, our economy, our
community, our future!

Reminder of Meeting Notice
Central New York Landowners’ Coalition
The meeting will be held at 1:00 p.m.
on Saturday, September 27, 2008, in the gymnasium at
Unadilla Valley Central School, 4238 State Highway 8, New Berlin, NY.

Speakers will be:
Scott Kurkoski, of Levene Gouldin & Thompson, LLP, of Binghamton, NY;
And Peter Hosey , of Jackson Walker, LLP of Texas

WEBSITES and LINKS
http://www.earthworksaction.org/LOguid
echapters.cfm
A landowner’s manual to gas and oil
leases
http://www.dec.ny.gov/energy/1532.htm

